
A
scension Parish located in Gonzales, LA
centralized their 9-1-1 communications
center in 1998 and eventually estab-
lished a facility with approximately

1,600 square feet and seven fully functional dis-
patch consoles. There are 24 full-time and two
part-time employees who dispatch police, fire
and medical incidents for the entire parish,
including three municipalities and three fire dis-
tricts. They also provide EMD pre-arrival
instructions.

In 2006, 249,196 phone calls were answered in
the center (about 21,000 per month) and 67,234
calls were dispatched for service—approximately
5,600 per month. In 2007, 233,108 phone calls
were answered in the center (about 19,500 per
month) and 71,280 calls were dispatched for
service—approximately 6,000 per month.

Pre-Employment Assessment Needed

In 2005, Lt. Cody Melancon, Communi-
cations Supervisor for Ascension Parish
Sheriff’s Office, realized that they were having
difficulty hiring the right people for the job.
Their applicants were hired as dispatchers but
were not making it through the training pro-
gram. “They would fill out an application, do a

Step One survey, a LECR (law enforcement can-
didate record) exam, TAB test and interview,”
says Lt. Melancon. “We finally decided that
because of the special qualities needed to be an
effective 9-1-1 dispatcher, the agency required a
job-specific, pre-employment assessment to aid
in hiring the right people for the job.” During the
course of several months, Ascension Parish
looked at quite a few companies that offered
pre-employment testing, but ultimately found
that Select Advantage truly offered what they
were looking for.

It was on the NENA 911 Talk Forum that Lt.
Melancon first heard of Select Advantage. He
was asking what other agencies were doing
about pre-employment testing and Geoff
Rodgers with Select Advantage e-mailed him
about their services. “At the time, Ascension
Parish was really struggling with hiring the right
people and would hire people who would wash
out. Lt. Melancon didn’t understand why this
was happening. He was just looking at the
wrong things. Ascension Parish has good people
doing the right things with good intentions; they
really wanted to know that we’d give them a
way to keep people around and they didn’t have
a way of capturing that.”

Select Advantage (Vancouver, WA) is an 11-
year old human resource consulting services
company that develops and partners with its
clients to achieve their desired goals and objec-
tives. Their expertise covers a broad range of
services from test development, pre-employ-
ment tools and services to specialized training
and emergency/disaster preparedness. Select
uses cutting-edge testing technology to identify
the key elements needed to be successful for a
dispatcher or telecommunicator. Because there
is much more to the job than skills or multitask-
ing, Select’s assessment measures the compo-
nents (behaviors) of the job that you can not
teach or train. The work behaviors most adap-
tive to a communications center’s success create
the standard for hiring, motivating, developing,
training and retaining employees. Selection and
placement of dispatchers using job analysis-
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Personality vs. 
Behavior Testing

There are many perceptions out there regard-

ing personality and behaviorally based testing.

While it may be very important to know what

type of personality an individual can bring to an

organization, it will not lead towards any consis-

tency in performance. For example, if you take a

group of top-performing people in any job—edi-

tors, doctors, lawyers, teachers or 9-1-1 dis-

patchers—the common denominator amongst

them is not a personality. But what do they have

in common?  Consider your best employees; do

they have the same personalities? Of course not.

Think back to your school days, why do some

teachers stand out in your mind over others?

They were all trained and certified and met all of

the minimal qualifications (and skill sets for that

matter) but what a difference they had on your

ability to learn. More specifically, a behaviorally-

based assessment will identify the common

threads which make these top performers suc-

cessful. For example, one of the key elements

for success in the dispatcher position is the abil-

ity to own responsibility for one’s decisions

and/or actions. I believe you will agree that this

behavior can be found in any of the four person-

ality styles (Choleric – Lion, Sanguine – Otter,

Phlegmatic – Golden Retriever, Melancholy –

Beaver). If you think about your best dispatch-

ers, you will probably see this behavioral thread

in their day-to-day decisions as well, despite

what personality trait they have.

Another key difference between personality

testing and behavior based testing is that per-

sonality testing is one dimensional whereas

behavioral testing can be multidimensional.

Every job has what seem to be contradictory

behaviors. For instance, a policeman must be

aggressive and yet still hold themselves in

check. A personality test cannot measure both

of these behaviors at the same time. A good

behaviorally-based assessment will not only

measure both traits but to the degree that they

are required to complement each other.
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based content and behavior, causes dramatic and positive effects on
employee selection, hiring, turnover, absenteeism, safety, trainability,
retention, morale and overall effectiveness. The strength behind the 
9-1-1 dispatcher pre-employment assessment is the fact that it is so
very job specific and measures those innate behaviors that are impos-
sible to teach or train. This allows communications centers a unique
advantage when it comes to matching applicants to likely success in
the job as well as providing valuable legal protection. 

After researching some initial information on Select Advantage and
realizing how specific the pre-employment testing was with 9-1-1
communications centers, Lt. Melancon contacted Rodgers and wanted
to know more about this unique service. Rodgers, in turn, sent them
copies of the tests so they could try it out for themselves. “It was my
way of saying, ‘Let’s make sure this is the right tool for you’ and it was
really easy from that standpoint for him to jump in and try it. I told
them to pick two or three of their best employees and to make sure
they’ve been through training so that they would truly know their per-
formance and we pegged their
people dead-on,” said Rodgers.
“That just convinced them right
there that this was a piece that
they were going to add to the
process.” 

Adds Lt. Melancon, “Select
Advantage provided us with sam-
ple tests which we administered to
current employees. The results of
these tests gave an accurate
assessment of those employees’
abilities. And we decided to go
with their company.”

As time went on, they made hiring decisions based on Select’s rec-
ommendations and, in turn, they saw an incredible turnaround.  New
hires were staying at the job and working efficiently. In fact, when
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Teamwork plays a large part in the success of a consolidated communications 

center. At Ascension Parish, dispatchers are able to work together and navigate
multiple agency responses effectively and efficiently.
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going through training, they were ahead of pace. “It’s not magical, it’s
just finding the right person for the right job and you need to fill in the
blanks,” says Rodgers. “Now, the success rate of getting new employ-
ees through training has significantly improved because of the valuable
information they now have before making a hiring commitment.”

Results Were Immediate

Select Advantage should be used as early as possible in the hiring
process. For many potential hires, a skills test is used including typing
and multi-tasking. Rodgers agrees that skills are valuable, but empha-
sizes that centers should think about what is more important: the
behaviors or the skills? Because the behaviors, you cannot teach—the
skills you can. “By using just the skills test alone, they can find good,
solid-skilled people, but that still doesn’t mean that they’re the right
person for the job. You have attitude, you have accountability and own-
ing responsibility for one’s decisions and actions; you have a lot of
other components to this job that need to be there that are typically not
measured in the hiring process. Most agencies think the background
check will show some of those traits but they are mistaken. “Consider
this, if everyone on your staff has been through a very thorough hiring
process and a lengthy training process then why is there such a range
of on-the-job performance?  Why are some people a better fit for the
job than others?  Clearly something is missing.  Our assessment is
helping agencies all over the world, including Ascension Parish, match
the right people to what is required for success in the job,” says
Rodgers.

Even the implementation process is simple. After telling Select how
many testing booklets are needed, the material is sent out overnight so
the center is set up within a day or two. Then, they will reuse the book-
lets as needed. In addition, centers can receive customized answer
sheets that are specific to their agency or department, and they can
make copies of the answer sheet depending on how many applicants
they have. Now, clients can either log onto Select’s Web site and take
advantage of their online scoring software and have results immediate-
ly or they may fax their completed answer sheets to Select for grading
with a two-hour turn around time.

According to Lt. Melancon, Select Advantage’s pre-employment
testing was set up immediately and the results were evident after new
hires that took the test completed the four month training program.
Says Lt. Melancon, “Prior to using Select Advantage, employees were
terminated for failure to successfully complete the training program.
We’ve been using Select Advantage’s service since February 2006 and
it is very cost effective and affordable for our agency.” 

Rodgers says that after everything was up and running, Lt.
Melancon told him that they felt this service was the missing piece—
this was the information that they’d been looking for but couldn’t find.
“They loved the timeliness—we typically get results back within the
hour, so they love the fact that they never have to wait on us. They can
call anytime and if they have any questions about a score, we’ll take
time and walk them through any questions and make sure they under-
stand what the assessment  is and isn’t telling them. Ultimately they
love the fact that they’re hiring the right people.”

Stresses Lt. Melancon, “Our agency has benefited significantly by
using Select Advantage in the hiring process. We strongly recommend
this product to any agency that is seeking to improve their selection
process when accepting applications for employment.” ENPM

Select Advantage offers a free trial for any dispatch center who
would like to try the test.  For more information or your free trial, con-
tact Geoff Rodge rs at (800) 377-0554, via e-mail at ge o ff r

@selectadv.net or visit the Web site at www.selectadv.net.
For more information on Ascension Parish, contact Lt. Melancon at

(225) 621-8328 or via e-mail at cmelancon@ascensionsheriff.com.
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9-1-1 Dispatchers are provided with the most up-to-date equipment and information
sources available to achieve success in their duties at Ascension Parish. Deputy

Cheri Lee searches the CAD database for prior call information.
Photo courtesy of the Ascension Parish Sheriff’s Office.


